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Modernising cruising is no mean feat but Quantum of the Seas has employed robots, RFID tracking,
LED screens and a host of gaming innovations to revamp the cruise experience

The Bionic Bar on Quantum of the Seas. Choose your favourite cocktail and watch the robots mix your drinks in seconds

It’s fair to say Quantum of the Seas feels different to most cruise ships. Technology is at its core even
before you board the ship.
With the smart check-in system, you can check in and book activities from the comfort of your own home
taking the stress out of the check-in process.
Once on board, WOWband wristbands enable you to quickly and efficiently navigate the ship, make
onboard purchases and give you access to staterooms. An app helps you track your luggage to your
room.
For more about Quantum of the Seas click here
Revolutionary activities include North Star, a viewing pod that rises approximately 300ft in the air giving
guests an unrivalled bird’s eye view of the ocean.
In addition, there’s bumper cars, a circus school, skydiving, surfing and robots – serving drinks!

Robotic video arms move in sync with the dancers in the ship’s new show Starwater

Two70º, an incredible double-deck lounge with 270° views of the ocean transforms into a sensory
entertainment space at night.
With floor to ceiling screens and robotic video arms that move in sync with the dancers and acrobats, the
ship’s signature show Starwater takes over Two70.2
The Bionic Bar, another world first, is the only robotic bar in the world. Located in the heart of the ship,
mixology meets technology as robotic arms powered by Makr Shakr work in perfect synchronization,
assembling beverages.
For the first time ever, guests can enjoy the outside balcony views from an Interior Stateroom thanks to
wall-mounted 80in LED screen that project live video footage of the ocean views. And, for those who like
to stay connected, the internet on board is designed to rival broadband on shore.
You can now be online 24/7, no matter what personal device you bring onboard. Tweet, Skype, stream
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movies, connect with friends and family, and even play Xbox Live with gamers worldwide in the gaming
pods in the Seaplex activity centre.
Quantum of the Seas offers unrivalled versatility and a new world of cruise holiday for regular cruise
goers as well as first-time guests.
For more about Quantum of the Seas click here
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